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The Digital Show 
curated by Tracy Brown 
Mark Johnson Disoriented Voices #3 $225 
Lubbock, TX Disoriented Voices #103 $200 
Those Years $175 
Robert Fathauer Bats & Owls $290 
Tempe,AZ 
Chris Williams Self Portrait $400 
Ellington, CT Untitled $200 
Woman On Train $400 
Window $400 
Coryndon Luxmoore Gaze 00:01:47:15 $250 
Providence, Rl Gaze 00:02:08:15 $250 
Gaze 00:01:54:05 $250 
Mary Lynch Untitled $125 
Providence, Rl Untitled $125 
Mary1 $75 
MaryS $75 
Mary14 $75 
Timothy Gangwer Softly $175 
Round Rock, TX Morphographs $700 
Ryan Lesser Haymaker $151.36 
Providence, Rl Red Stomach $156.22 
Tiny Carp $47.59 
Tiny Redwhite Blossoms $48.31 
Tiny Serpents $47.17 
Tiny Gabriel $48.08 
Tiny Cherry Blossom $48.29 
Tiny Man's Ruin $47.76 
Ross Spiller Fingerprints $50 
Providence, Rl Rope $50 
Earth $50 
Patrick FitzGerald Italian Prayer $180 
Raleigh, NC The Prayer $180 
The Flyer $180 
Dorothy Krause Book of Hours $1200 
Marshfield Hills, MA Rosetta Stone $1200 
Wheel of Fortune $1200 
High Priestess $1200 
Ellen Watt Iridia, First View $120 
Providence, RI Living Iridian Watchtower $120 
Jimmy Reynolds Iridian on HoloVuer $120 
Providence, RI 
Stephan Larson Torsion $120 
Syracuse, NY Plexus I $120 
Plexus II $120 
Chris Bors Blow to the Skull $75 
Liberty, NY Wrist Defense $75 
Gil Grossman Deadline $500 
Providence, RI Night Life $100 
Lisa Johnston Window Vision $200 
Austin, TX Egyptian $200 
Tracy Brown Trunk $125 
Providence, RI Forest Veins $125 
Rorschach $125 
